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This is a masterpiece on nakshatras, a pocket book, presenting 10 salient attributes of each
nakshatra. These attributes of nakshatras manifest themselves one way or the other when a
planet or the lagna is present in it.The exercise of this book is not only to make the reader learn
the operating nature and attributes of these nakshatras but also to learn how to apply these
practically in an individual's birth chart and connect the dots through all the operating nakshatras
to understand the life path of an indivisual. This will allow the individual to get guidance to follow
and reach his or her goal or destiny in this life set by the soul.This is illustrated with the help of
few examples.
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JOHN&SAPTARISHIS ASTROLOGYForewordIt’s been now 2 years since we at Saptarishis
Astrology Institute started the online nakshatra course, this created a revolution in nakshatras in
the social media of facebook, youtube and now everyone is talking only about nakshatras. We
introduced the predictive part of nakshatras which was lacking as only theoretical knowledge
was available in books. Then we created the series on Nadi Nakshatras where each nakshatra
gives result at specific ages. Readers can buy that book titled Timing Events through Nadi
Nakshatra from www.saptarishishop.com and when they are ready they can do our detailed
online course where 3 times more techniques are given.But what is the intent of this book, we
realised over a period that the traditional way of learning is the best which is route memory.The
reason is simple, after doing 6 month courses still the students do not remember traits of each
nakshatra, maximum they remember 2 points on each nakshatra but there are more than 108
points for each nakshatra. In olden days if the teacher was teaching nakshatra the student was
not allowed to think on another subject of jyotish, he was asked to meditate on each point taught
in a day. Today the teacher cannot enforce this. The best way to learn nakshatras and master is
toStep 1: Memorise each nakshatra traits few times a day and then move on to the next
nakshatraStep 2: If today is Ashwini nakshatra then memorise the 10 salient features of Ashwini
minimum 4 to 5 times a day and throughout the day contemplate on each pointStep 3: In the
morning and in the night meditate on those points of the said nakshatra that you have
learnt.Step 4: Do this round for 27 days and repeat it minimum thrice, do not deviate from that
path or take one nakshatra and memorise it and contemplate on it for 3 days and then over a
period of 90 days you would have mastered it.Step 5: After this mastery is done, start with an
exercise of everyday looking at minimum 5 charts from your own database and see how each
planet sitting in each nakshatra is behaving, charts of close ones are the best ones to learn
subtle secrets of astrology.Learn not to judge your close ones but to accept them when you
understand their nakshatras.The Spirituality of NakshatrasThe first horoscope that any
astrologer student will read is his/her horoscope only. Here the mistake we do as young ones in
jyotish is to make it predictive rather than corrective. Real Use of Jyotish is when it is made



corrective. In the west, we have seen western Vedic astrologers make it corrective in their
readings for clients but not for themselves. The first step to correction is to accept who you are.
When we use the word spirituality we only think of mantras and remedies, but it has been
observed over decades that 99% of us use mantras only to gain something external or some
power or for removing affliction, the real spirituality is when the affliction in our behaviour and
thinking changes, this our real saints of India has demonstrated several times.How To Use This
Book for Spiritual Growth: Say if you take Ardra Nakshatra, ones Lagna that is Ascendant Point
might be in Ardra or Ascendant Lord might be in Ardra. Now in this book by Anuradha Sharda
you would findFollowing are the attributes of ArdraNakshatraFierce and
sharpAchieverAddictionsResearcher or AnalyticalSacrificesRash or ImpulsiveEmotionalEasily
pleased and easily angeredAbility to withstand pressureHardworkingPoint A: One would think of
the above points of what’s so great about these points. Even this scribe used to think like this.
But let’s see it as another view point. If Ascendant or Ascendant lord is in Ardra then the native
will either have the above points highlighted in his life or non-highlighted. Any of the two
situations can cause a deficiency and thus an event. The job of the astrologer is to foresee the
event with the help of nakshatras in this instance. So, if you take the 9th point of “Ability To
Withstand Pressure” and analyse a horoscope, see if your client can withstand pressure. If he is
unable to then see bad dashas and transits in the future and connection of Ascendant or
Ascendant lord in those dasas or transits. This is key and it does not stop here, for example,
Ardra nakshatra lord is Rahu and it is in a Venusian sign and the antardasa is of Venus, this is
when an afflicted Ardra will give result and result in destruction of that area.Now how do you use
it, how do you give the ultimate remedy bigger than yagyas or mantras it is by changing the very
base of the DNA, which the west call it and land up doing “skill building courses” and they don’t
even use astrology. If they notice that they do not have ability to withstand pressure they will read
books to improve upon it and implement it in their lives. This is what you can do for yourself or an
afflicted Ardra Native (one secret not known to many which I learnt from a very senior yet
secretive American astrologer is Ardra natives have some streak of suicide in them) so you give
tools to an Ardra native especially with Ascendant or Ascendant lord in Ardra and make them
work on their ability to withstand pressure. So, when the dasa comes as the core structure of his
DNA has been altered with Effort (upachaya/ free will) he will be able to withstand the pressure
in the Venus dasa.Point B: Now see the first point noted in the list is “Fierce & Sharp”, one would
think of its nothing, what is written in this book by Anuradha Sharda is just vague, you would
throw the book, but if you have years of experience with afflicted Ardra natives then you would
understand more deeply as you would know their intimate details of their life stories. Ask the
native whose Ascendant lord is in Ardra and in any communicative houses like 3H or associated
with communicative planets like 3L, 2L or Mercury and ask deeply if he or she feels in reality his
speech or communication has been a problem to create many tensions in his life. The native
might be a great orator but events that have caused him super stress were they due to his fierce
and sharp communication, hasty communication or gossip, 3H is also subconscious, so ask non-



clarity on fundamentals of life. Let him contemplate on it for a day or two before he gives the
answer. If all above conditions are met he will confess and then make him work on his fierce and
sharp nature, emotional nature (point 7) especially if combined with Moon. If he works and
masters it, he has worked on his very spiritual core, a yogi only tries to master his Indriyas
(sense organs) and Mind. Once that is done no event is untoward externally and even if it is
externally, internally the yogi and the native will not feel anything.When you work on the
extremities of the balanced self, on your own self via your own chart you make astrology spiritual
for you. The Buddha said the most elevated man is the most Compassionate self, when we read
the 34 past lives of Buddha in Jataka Tales. We must see the extremities in the Nakshatra traits,
too much of anything or too less of anything is not the balanced state, first we balance and then
enhance the good qualities that the nakshatras outline. An Ardra native might not be addicted to
any drug or smoking or drinking but is he or she addicted to a negative quality the house, house
lord or the nakshatra lord can give you hints, then start working on it and rectifying it, this is the
essence of the spirituality of nakshatras and Vedic astrology.Point C: In the list of salient features
of Purva Phalguni, the word relaxation is used. Over a period of years, we have seen Purva
Phalguni natives either too relaxed in life or too stressed about everything and this is the cause
of the major miseries of life, no amount of ritualistic remedies have helped them. This is a state
of imbalance of the nakshatra and once you balance it life becomes super smooth for them and
success starts flowing in. Same goes for sexual passion, denial of it and too much of it is the
cause of all negative events in their lives, once this is balanced life becomes smooth. Working
on our inner core is the secret of spirituality of nakshatras, when you route memorize each of
these 10 traits, it will enter your brain and whenever you see a chart with a planet in a nakshatra
with the hindsight of “Balance” you would realise how that imbalance is causing so many
negative events and then you will balance it in your lives and that of your clients and then the
beauty of this book and the spirituality of the nakshatras will emerge out. It’s not just a handbook
that you must carry in your pocket or purse but the book of your life if you will use it the way it is
prescribed to be.Wishing you the best spiritual journey with the nakshatras.Regards Sunil
JohnSaptarishis Astrology Magazine www.saptarishisastrology.com27 NAKSHATRASIn27
DAYSPrefaceThis pocket book was an afterthought and a take-off of our nakshatra classes at
Saptarishis Astrology. After the classes, we realised that people have a daunting task in learning
the nakshatras up. This set me to make the nakshatras learnable by all and also to be loved and
appreciated by all.In this pocket book, I’m presenting ten salient attributes of each nakshatra.
These attributes of nakshatra manifest themselves in one way or the other when we have the
lagna (Ascendant), the lagna lord or planets (like Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn,
Rahu and Ketu) and the nakshatra lord for each planet. In addition,I’mpresenting another way by
leveraging different operating nature of each nakshatra to analyse the life path of an
individual.My intentions are not only to make the reader learn the operating nature and attributes
of these nakshatras, but also to learn how to apply these practically in an individual’s birth chart
and join the dots through all the operating nakshatras to understand the life path of an individual.



This will allow the individual to get guidance to follow and reach his or her goal or destiny in this
life set by the soul. This is illustrated with the help of a few examples.A good way to learn these
nakshatras is to take each nakshatra on the respective day of the Moon (Lunar Day) transiting
that nakshatra. This helps as the mind (Moon) is ready to accept the attributes and process the
information. In case one cannot find the Lunar day to synchronise with the day to start their
study, it is advisable to take up one nakshatra per day and memories it by reading it at least 3-4
times a day (early morning, noon, evening and at bedtime), so that the nakshatra learning and
observation becomes a part of your schedule.As one progress and learns and observes more
and more, one can definitely add more points to the existing ten attributes. These attributes are a
drop in the ocean and just a place to begin with.Finally, I would like to express my gratitude and
thank Vishal Sharma, Nidhi Raj Sharma and Naresh Sharma for their valuable inputs and edits.
Thanks so much Bettina for being there on such a short notice. My children for bearing with me,
thanks always.Anuradha ShardaContentsForewordPrefaceAshwiniBharaniKrittikaRohiniMrigashi
raArdraPunarvasuPushyaAshleshaMaghaPurva PhalguniUttara
PhalguniHastaChitraSwatiVishakhaAnuradhaJyeshthaMoolaPurva AshadhaUttara
AshadhaShravanaDhanisthaSatabhishaPurva BhadrapadaUttara BhadrapadaRevatiCase
StudiesExample 1: Henry FordExample 2: Marilyn MonroeExmaple 3: Albert EinsteinAnalysis
through Operating Nature of NakshatrasExample - Henry FordExample – Bill
GatesAnalysisTarot CoursesA Beginners Online Course in TarotAdvanced Online Course in
TarotBasic Course In Astrology Beginners Level 1Basic Course In Astrology Beginners Level
2Nadi NakshatraDasha Pravesh CourseBCP and BSP CourseSalient Attributesof
eachNakshatraorConstellationAshwiniFollowing are the attributes of Ashwini NakshatraFast and
swiftHelpfulTravelersLove for horsesKnower of secret knowledgeCharming, elegant and
stylistSkilled at healingHave a strange association with number three (3)Impulsive
behaviorMatch maker or breakerBharaniFollowing are the attributes of Bharani
NakshatraConstrainedMatureSecretiveSustenanceGenerousDetachedFaces struggleSexual
expression is seenUpholder of the truthMany transformations in Life KrittikaFollowing are the
attributes of Krittika NakshatraCleansing or cuttingFostering,
encouragingBraveryInfidelityCheatingImpersonatingBraveryRestoration of justice and
goodnessIntelligenceStrong will powerRohiniFollowing are the attributes of Rohini
NakshatraPassionGrowth and fertilityAbundanceHighly productive & financially
soundCreativeMagnetismVehicles and movementFamily orientedGoal orientedJealousy
(Natives can be subject to it)MrigashiraFollowing are the attributes of
MrigashiraNakshatraJoyousSoft and mild,
gentleInquisitiveSuspiciousLicentiousCompassionateMarital issuesFickleness or
inconsistencyWide range of experiences in life before settlingHas a special quality or
powerArdraFollowing are the attributes of Ardra NakshatraFierce and
sharpAchieverAddictionsResearcher or AnalyticalSacrificesRash or ImpulsiveEmotionalEasily
pleased and easily angeredAbility to withstand pressureHardworkingPunarvasuFollowing are



the attributes of PunarvasuNakshatraWealthyMaternal instinctsRepeated eventsTalented or One
exceptional male childRegenerative propertiesProtectedAccommodatingWarehouse of
energySuccess on repeated attemptTechnocratsPushyaFollowing are the attributes of Pushya
NakshatraNourishing or Caring and givingSpiritual or Divine knowledge and
powersProsperousBenevolence or GenerousProtectiveDependable or reliable or
helpfulPatience and goal orientedCan be victimised by others or taken advantage
ofHospitableMarital issuesAshleshaFollowing are the attributes of Ashlesha
NakshatraClingingDangerous or DeviousDeceptiveIntuition or Perception or
WisdomConcentrationSexualInstinctiveGenetic issues or Genetic heritageCalculativeSpiritual
awakeningMaghaFollowing are the attributes of Magha
NakshatraMagnificentAchievementHereditary or AncestorsTraditional or Ancient
knowledgeAuthorityEthicalEgoisticLeft hand of magic (darker side of tantra)Duty or
HonourReservedPurva PhalguniFollowing are the attributes of PurvaPhalguniNakshatraUnion or
ProcreationRenewal or Relaxation or ComfortSexual
passionIndulgenceDramaticGentleOverachieversDeep knowledge of occultLuxuryTalented or
Gifted
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harshal, “It is like a pocket diary to grab features of nakshatras. It is like a pocket diary to grab
features of nakshatras..The author has given a good guidance on how to use the book. It has all
key points/qualities of nakshatras listed in bullet points, but it would be better if the book had
more insights or slightly more detailed.”

MK, “Main points of Nakshatras. Very useful for me. Straight to the point: the name of nakshatra
than the main points of it. Very handy for fast finding of meaning.”

Sunil Wagh, “Five Stars. Great!”

The book by Anuradha  Sharda has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 41 people have provided feedback.
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